
PCAS Fundraiser Book and Jigsaw Puzzle Price List 

Sat., Oct. 14 

9:00 -3:30, (Bag sale 1:00-3:30) 

 
 

 Each or discount price 
Adult hardback $1.50  4 for $5 (= 1.25 each) 
Large trade paperback $1.00  6 for $5 (= .83 each) 
    (approx. 6"  x 9")    
Small (regular size) paperback $0.50  12 for $5 (= .42 each) 

    
Kids' hardback $1.00  6 for $5 (= .83 each) 
Kids' paperback or early 
readers, chapter books $0.50  12 for $5 (= .42 each) 

    

Large coffee table books $5.00  
(no discount, not 

in bag sale) 

    
Jigsaw puzzles - 300 and under $1.00    
Jigsaw puzzles - 300 to 750 $1.50  or 4/$5 (= 1.25 each) 
Jigsaw puzzles - over 750 $3.00  or 3/$8 (= 2.67 each) 

Art/museum puzzles $5.00  
(no discount, not 

in bag sale) 

    
DVDs or CDs $1.50  or 4/$5 (= 1.25 each) 
      (or as marked for DVD box sets)   
Audiobooks $2.00  or 3/$5 (= 1.67 each) 

    
*Special books or new puzzles will be marked separately 

 

Teachers/Day care staff 

50% teacher discount with your teacher ID all day! 

Please also ask us about a bulk discount on all books.   

We'd love to help you stock your classroom!  

    



Bag or Box Sale - 1:00 to 3:30 p.m. 

      

We will have special bags and boxes for you to use (or ask about a 
price for your own box or tote!)   No books should s�ck out over the 
top edge.     

      

$12  Fill a standard cloth shopping bag with books! 

(First bag $12, then $8 per bag)     

$8  Fill one of our brown paper shopping bags with books!  

(First bag $8, then $5 per bag)     

          

Fill one of our FLAT boxes with books!   (We'll have boxes available!) 
      

$5  Small blueberry or cat food flat box - fits @ 13 paperbacks  

$10  Large strawberry flat box - fits @ 25 paperbacks  

? Large box or tote that you bring - come to the front table and ask 
us about it before you fill it up and we'll come up with great price! 
    

      

Don’t forget about the book bag raffle!  See details on other FB post.  
Drawing for three free book bags (your choice of books! At 12:30 p.m 


